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Oecision 89 04 080 APR281989. 

'ALT-ALJ-KIM 

@r..:"\ n ~ 'i '-'':-1 D n "u W!\;~!!· :',n I .. UdIIIU'" ' "':1-' ~ ;J\..JL"'w1,...;./ 
BEFORE ~ PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Order Instituting Rulemaking into· ) 
natural gas procurement and system) R.SS-OS-01S 
reliabi11ty issues. ) (Filed August 10, 1988) 

-------------------------------) ) 
Ord.er Instituting Investigation into ) 
natural gas procurement and system·) I .. S7-03-036 
reliabil:i.ty issues deferred from ) (Filed. March 25, 1987) 
0.86-12-010. ) 

---------------------------------) ) 
In the Matter of the Application of ) 
Southern California Gas Company ) 
for Modification of Resolution G-2762) Application S8-03-021 
rea Compensation for OVer-deliveries) (Filed March 7, 1988" 
of Gas for Interutility ) 
Transportation. ) 

-----------------------------) 
(See Decision SS-11-034 for appearances.) 

mUW lN7:ERlK opmQN 

This ord.er ad.dresses certain outstanding issues in our 
rulemaking proceeding, R.SS-OS-01S, which was issued to· revis& our 
policies governing the natural gas procurement activities of the 
California gas utilities. R.SS-OS-Ola set forth proposed rules for 
a variety of procurement issues. We invited the parties to comment 
on bur proposed. rules, which we would address in subsequent orders. 

An. initial opinion in this case, Decision (0.) 88-12-099, 
issued Oecem}:)er 19', 19S8', discussed. the issues of the marxe1:-based 
allocation of pipeline capacity, core election, and the end.-use 
priority for enhanced oil recovery CEOR) customers who, do not 
employ cogeneration. That order clearly stated' that our first 
priority would. be to"establ.:tsh a program for a market-based. 
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allocation of pipeline capacity. To address this issue on an 
interim basis, we adopted, in 0.S9-02-034, a stipulation proposed 
by California Industrial Group (CIG), Southern California GAs 
Company (SoCal), and. Mock Resources, Inc., concerning gas 
utilities~ use of interruptible pipeline capacity_ 

0.88-12-099' determineci that the allocation of pipeline 
capacity has important implications for many of the remaining 
issues in this rulemakinq and. ordered the respondent utilities to 
file testimony on plans to' allocate capacity. We intend. to hold. 
hearings on that subject in the near future. We will defer 
addressing some issues related to noncore policy until after those 
hearings since the outcome of the hearings on pipeline capacity may 
affect our juciq.ments on related issues. 

There are, however, a number of procurement issues which 
are ready for the adoption of final provisions. We have alreaciy 
addressed the conceptual issues surrounding brokerage fees in our 
second interim opinion, 0.,89-03-014, issued March 8, 1989. Today"s 
order specifically addresses,_ eore procu::ement and. marketing 
policies, sequencing, the 30-day firm portfolio·, and. noncore 
reasonableness· revieW8. 

Tod,ay"'s order 41so· adctresses Applieation 8:8-03-021" a 
petition for modifieation of G-2762, filed by SoCal,- regarding 
compensation for excess gas cieliveries and public disclosure of its 
daily operations. 
A. core Procurgpmt 'p911&ies end Sequencing 

1. Procu:reIIlent Guidelines 
R .. S:S-OS'-OlS emphas,izeci balancing- supply security and low 

cost for the eore portfolio. To meet these goals,. the utilities 
are expected. to d.ivers-ify their portfolios in ways which would 
allow them flexibility,. and provide core customers with the 
benefits of £alling- g-as prices. Our order rejected: 5oCAll'5 X'eques1: 
to incX'ease supply security. by permitting- increased'take-or-pay 
obliqation8, for most of.its core requirements and to' set forth 
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• '-6 detailed procurement guidelines under which the gas utilities' 
procurement practices would be presumed reasonable. However, '~e 
invited the parties to propose guidelines which were more speci~ic 
than those provided in our proposed rules. 

• 

-. 

Most parties believe that we ~hould not adopt more 
specific procurement guidelines. Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E), SoCal, and Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TORN) are 
among those who state detailed guidelines are unworkable durinq 
this transition period. PG&E comments that the general guidelines 
adopted in 0 .. 86-12--010 provide adequate guidanee. Industrial Users 
and Salmon Resourees Ltd. and Mock Resources, Ine. (Salmon/Mock), 
and Canadian Producer Group (CPG) also believe the utilities should 
be allowed to exercise discretion in procurin~ core supplies .. 

Division of Ratepayer Advocates' (ORA) comments do not 
provide specific procurement guidelines, but recommend that we 
order SOCal and PG&E to- provide, in annual cost alloea~ion 
proceeding (ACAP) applications, information regard~ng intended 
portfolio construction. 

El Paso- Natural Gas company (El Paso) believes we should 
provide detailed guidelines in advance during this transition 
period. According to El Paso~ the Commission's '~nds offN 
approach has resulted in inefficient use of utility systems in ways 
whieh are damaging to customers. El Paso- agrees with Socal, 
however, that detailed Commission guidelines for reasonableness 
reviews are "gratuitousN if the utility bears the same burden of 
proof whether or not it operates within the guidelines. 

SoCal expresses concern over certain reasonableness 
issues. Specifically, SOcal states that the Commission must 
recognize that dedication of firm supplies by producers requires 
some type of ~ m:2 .m12 in the form of take-o:r:-pay obliqations or 
other purchaser obligations •. Even with a core portfolio inplaee,. 
SoCalwill still have some flexibili:ty under supply contraets, and 
will plan for monthly supplies on a least-cost'basis using. 
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incremental costs as the economic test. In some cases, accoraing 
to SoCal, it may neea to incur H'invento:cy" charges when spot gas is 
sufficiently cheap to- justify incurring- these charges.. In sueh 
cases, inventory charges would not necessarily be unreasonable. 
SoCal adds that if utilities, enter into long-term eontr~cts which 
were reasonable at the time they were entered into, the contract 
cannot De considered unreasonable as circumstances change in later 
perioas. 

SoCal and PG&E support the Commission's view that it is 
the reasonableness o-f the portfolio, not individual contracts, ~h4t 
is important. 

TJJ,8£Q88ion- Our p:t'oposed rules p:t'ovide only Droad 
quidelines for procUl:ement practices, of the utilities. Generally, 
they are Dasea on common sense and accepted tAeories of portfolio 
management. Although we invited proposals for more specifie 
guidelines, no party has proposed anything more specific than 
policy statements. 

The comments of the parties convince us that utility 
managers are in the Dest position to determine ways of meeting 
Droad supply And price objectives, subject to reasonal:>leness 
reviews .. 

We expect utilities to' demonstrate least cost purchAsing 
practices, given the need for supply security. We reiterate our 
view that a well-manAged portfolio will balance supply And cost 
considerations, and will provide a menu of supply arrangements with 
differing price, contract length, and other terms.. As ORA 
suggests, we will require the utilities, to p:t'ovide, in their ACAP' 
applications, info:cnation regarding portfolio, construction. This 
infor.mation will De useful in subsequent reasonableness reviews. 

SoCal"s concerns, :t'egardinq the reasonableness of gas 
purchases are somewhat cur.i0:as since we have not indicated. an 
intent .to st:ray from, general reasonal:>leness prineiples... We 
understand. that. under ce;ctain cireumstances,. the most economic 
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purchasing strategies 1M.y require incurring certain charges under 
supply contracts.' ' 

2. ;tric!} Stel?ility 

R.S8-0S-01S also reconsid.ered. the extent to which price 
stability should be a primary goal of our p:t'ogram.. In essence, we 
agx'eed. with Tussing's suggestion thAt policies geared. towa:t'd 
promoting price stability may leaa to higher core costs because 
they may send inappropriate price signals to large users.. We also 
concurred that dramatic swings in core rates can be prevented 
through rate design as well as procurement policies. 

A number of parties expressed concern with our comments 
on price stability. PG&E suggests that ranking price stability as 
a secondary goal will send the wrong signals to suppliers, redUCing 
PG&E's ability to negotiate stable prices in supply contracts. 
PG&E, objects to the Commission's change in attitude toward price 
stability, arguing that the utilities should be able to decide how 
much weight to, attach to priCing stability based, on perceived. 
customer preferences. 

TORN takes issue with the Commission's statement that 
price stability translates to rate stability. According to TURN, 
rate stability is a function of Commission procedures. Price 
stability is a function of spot prices and. the make-up of the 
supply portfolio,. Core customers are better off with rate 
stability than with seasonal variations because demand is higher 
during winter. This does not mean, however, that a fixed annual 
price contract is worth a price premium over a variable price 
contract. TORN states if price stability is not an explicit goal 
in itself, it should at least be recognized as one strategy for 
pursuing cost minimization • 

Industrial Users and CPG also express concern with the 
COmmission's. statements, :regarding pX'ice stability.. . IndustriAl 
UseX's comments. that the core portfolio· should continue to inelud.e a 
fi:cu' price component., Natural Gas CleAringhouse,. Inc. states that 
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~he Commission should continue to encourage the gAS utilities to 
sign long term contracts in order to protect the core market. 
Along the smne lines, Transwestern Pipeline Company ('l'ranswestern) 
recommends the Commission state a commitment to supply security .. 

ORA supports the Commission's comments on price 
stability. To address concerns regarding the effects of core-elect 
switching during peak seasons.. ORA proposes that core-elect rates 
should be changed on a monthly basis, t~ reflect chanqe~ in gas 
costs. 

Discussion. We appreciate the parties' commentG on price 
stability. 0.88-08-018 d.id not abAndon price stability as an 
explicit regulatory goal. Rather, our order recoqnizes that, in 
the long run, an overemphasis on price stability may undermine our 
goal to promote lower prices. We agreed with Tussing that price 
stability as a pr~ goal may result in poor price signals ,t~ 
customers and encourage the utili~ies to· enter into fixed price 
contracts which would ultimately be expensive~ Although we seek to 
promote flexibility in procurement practices, we do not intend 
that utilities should eliminate firm' supplies--which may contribute 
to price atability--from core portfolios, because some supply 
certainty will continue to be necessary, especially cluring this 
period of transition. 

We agree witb TURN that captive customers shoulcl not be 
exposed to abrupt rate changes, especially since, as 'l'ORN points 
out, the combination of high gas prices and high usage during cold 
months can cause extremely high bills. We believe significant rate 
hikes ean be avoided by way of appropriate rate design and policy 
which promotes lower pricea supply sources. 

Further, we agree with PG&E that customers should be able 
to choose between rate stability and lower prices which may be· less 
stable. We believe the tradeoffs between rate stability ana lower 
prices may be addressea" by way of rate design and in the context ot 
portfolio·, construction. We do not aqxee, however,. that we should 
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abandon our role in setting regulatory objeetives and priorities to 
PG&E's judgment where captive core customers are concerned. 

We address ORA's proposal for monthly changes of core
elect rates below in Seetion B. 

3. ContrACt Pre-APProval 
R. S:S-08-0 18: proposed an annual reasoMJ)leness review to 

eonsider procurement practices and sequencing, and permitted th& 
utilities to seek approval, using the Expedited Application Docket 
(EAO) procedure, of contracts of at least five years and contracts 
with affiliates~ Contracts s@mitted for advance review would be 

required to include a "regulatory out't clause. 
In their comments, ORA and TORN recommend that the 

Commission require pre-approval of contracts with terms of five 
years or more,. rather than providing for advance review at the 
utilities' option. ORA believes sueh pre-approval will protect 
ratepayers from questionable contracts. CPG and San Diego Gas and 
Electric Company (SDG&E) state that pre-approval should be only at 
the utilities' option~ SOG&E adds that the Commission should also 
review, at the utility'S request,. contracts of shorter durll:e1on 
which may pose risks to ratepayers. 

SoCAl continues to' support optional pre-approval of 
contracts of five or more years, but argues that the ~regulatory 
out" te:cm will dampen the utilities' negotiating posture 1n 
California.. TORN and' CPG agree with SoCal on this issue.. SDG&E 
reqaests that the Commission clarify its intent with ragAX'd to the 
l~re9Ulatory out'" tem to define whether such clauses requiX'e a 
Commission order, or only a utility management decision. SDG&E 

'cautions that· "'X'egulatory out ... clauses do not come fX'ee .. 
Disc:gssion. As mAny parties point out~ ~requlatory out" 

elausas may increase the price Qf gas by increasing seller risk~ 
We share concerns regarding- the potential cost of such clauses. and 
do, not intend that they mus.t apply to- all periods" and all· 
circumstances·.. On the other hanel,!" in cases where pre-approval is 
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requested, a "'regulatory out" clause is necessary for the period 
Detween the time the utility signs the contract and the time we 
issue a decision approving or disapproving it .. 

We will change our proposed rule to- clarify that we will 
consider utility applications for pre-approval of only those 
contracts which contain a "regulatory out" clause for the period 
prior to Co~ssion decision on pre-approval. 

We will maintain our proposed rule permitting advance 
review for contracts of' five years or more, and contracts with 
affiliates. The benefits associated with pre-review of shorter 
term contracts do not out, weigh the additional re9"ll1a:tory costs 
that such review entails. 

4. 5eguencing Policy 
R.Sa-OS-Ola: reaffirmed our deCision not to set forth. 

specific sequencing guidelines. In general, ORA, CPG, Industrial 
Users, Salmon/Mock, the California Energy Commission (CEC), and 
TURN support the Commission~s deCision not to apply sequoncing 
guidelines. CPG suggests that for PG&E, only average-cost 
sequencing be assumed reasonable. ORA recommends that utilities- be 
required to describe intended portfolio,construction and sequencing 
guidelines. in ACAP applications. 

PiSeu88ion. We will not change our decision to review 
utility sequencing practices on a case-by-ease basis rather than by 
establishing specific guidelines. As ORA suggests, we will require 
the utilities to submit, in their ACAPs, their intended sequencinq 
guidelines. We believe this information will help' us in sUbsequent 
reasonableness reviews .. 
B. P:coced.uxes for Adjusting the Core 

EOxtfolio ~COGand COre Rates 
In 0 .. Sa-03-085" we detex:mined that large over- or 

undercolleetion~ in core balancing accounts are likely to result in 
poor priCing' siqnA,ls to core-elect .and noncore. customers. Of 

particular concern iethe possibility that core-elect customers 
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might shift to noncore rates to avoid paying large undercollections 
from previous periods, leaving captive customer~ to' pick up the 
difference. We rejected a proposal. by TURN to adjust the cora
elect rate on a monthly ~asis because we ~elieved such a procedure 
might undermine our goal of rate stability. 

In order to address this issue, we ordered respondent 
utilities to meet with interested parties in order to attempt to 
develop a procedure to allow more frequent revisions to the core 
portfolio'weighted average cost of gas (WACOG). Our order 
emphasized that the procedure should ~e simple and should not 
involve revisions which are properly the subject of ACJl..:Ps. 

On July 12, 1988, SoCal, PG&E, and TURN filed a 
stipulation proposing such a procedure. T.he stipulation provides 
that the utility may, at its discretion, file an advice letter to 
change core rates and core-elect procurement rates· when changes in 
gas costs would increase or decrease existing rates by at least 
five percent. PG&E could request activation of this ~tri9ger~ 
mechanism once between ACAPs, SoCal twice, and SOG&E three times. 
T.he utilities would participate in a workshop to explain the 
changes, and, if necessary, evidentiary hearings would be held. 

CPG supports the stipulation~s provisions. If the 
Commission continues to emphasize the importance of price 
stability, according to CPG, the mechanism. proposed by the 
stipulation will not be required frequently. 

DRA opposes the stipulation, preferring a procedure by 
which core-elect customers would pay the actual core WACOG adjusted. 
monthly, as proposed by 'r'ORN in I.8·6-06-00S. ORA believes the' 'l"ORN 

approach is stmpler and insulates captive customers from, frequent 
rate changes. ORk is concerned that our progr~ is complicated 
enough, and would ~ecomemore administratively complex with the 
additional utility filings. anticipated by the stipulation. DRA. 
also states that while- price ce~Ainty would De somewhat reduced, . 
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it is maintained by the price stability inherent in the core 
portfolio itself. 

ORA addresses our concern regarding different treatment 
of core and core-elect customers by stating that those two customer 
groups are already treated differently because core-elec't customers 
can opt out of the core portfolio, and other core customers cannot. 
ORkalso states the TORN proposal does not change the total costs 
allocated to core-elect cU8tomers, only the timing of the payments. 

Although tuRN signed the stipulation, its comments in 
R.S8-0S-01S reaffirm its support for its original proposal.. TORN 
believes the concern over the attractiveness of core-election under 
its proposed procedure is not compromised, primarily because 
monthly price changes Are likely to be small. 

PG&E and SoCal object to the 'l'URN proposal, noting that 
the Comml.ssion rejected it,in 0 .. 88-03-085- and' that charging core 
and core-elect customers different rates would pose difficult 
administrative burdens. 

In a petition for modification of O~S·7-12-039, SOG&E 
requests treatment similar to the TORN proposal for wholesale 
customers.. Its petition asks that it be charged, on a monthly 
basis, the actual core WACOG bySoCal for its purchases from SoCal, 
in large part in order to avoid contributing to SoCal~s under- and 
overcollections. SOG&E's proposal also seeks to provide better 
price signals to core customers. Because the stipulation does not 
address this issue, SOG&E does not 8UpPO~ the stipulation. SDG&E 
takes no position on whether all core-elect customers should be 
charged the actual core WACOG on a monthly basis. SOcal obj'ects to. 
SDG&E's proposed accounting treatment for wholesale customers, 
stating that core price signals will not change under SOG&E'~ 
proposal and that pas~ attempts at this pract~ce have been too· 
complicated:. 

If, the Commission adopts the "tri9'ger" mechanism proposed, 
by the stipulation, ORA recommends the Commission ,clarify th& 
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length of the protest period, th~~ proposed rate increases will not 
take effect until the Comm1ssion acts on the advice letter filing, 
an~ who would chair the work8hops. 

CIG comments that, contrary to the intent of the 
stipulation, the three utilities should not be permitted to have 
three different filing frequencies, since the di~ferences would be 
confusing to customers. CIG suggests that no frequency be 

specified, and that the utilities should simply be given the option 
to adjust the core WACOG at any time based. on a variation of at 
least five percent from the forecasted WACOG. 

Pi'CB88ion. We have discussed our view that price 
stability should not be a pr~ goal for core and core-eleet 
customers, in order to promote lower cost supplies.. We have also 
stated. our commitment to' better pricing signals. Onder existing 
practice, rate increases for core customers generally occur only 
once or twice a year, potentially resulting in significant rate 
changes, cre~ting associ~ted pricing distortions for customers who 
are able to elect in and-out o,f the core portfolio-.. 

The stipulation filed by SoCal, PG&E, and. TORN is a 
re~sonable response to the request we made in R.SS-OS-Ola, and 
would stabilize, to· some extent, core rate changes. On the other 
hand" it may result in too many rate chanqes for captive customers 
and fail to send. appropriate price signals to core-elect customers. 
We also agree with ORA that the stipulatio~, and probably any 
proced.ures Similar to· those proposed in the stipulation, will serve 
to- increase requlatory complexity. For these ·reasons,. we ~lieve 
TORN's oriqinal proposal to- ehanqe core-elect rates on a monthly 
basis is a better option. We believe core-elect rate changes are 
not likely to be significant at this timer and that it is 
appropriate that core-eleet customers see the real price of qas on 
a monthly basis~ 

.' By applying monthly rate chanqes, we avoidprovidinq an. 
incentive for c:ore-electeustomers to· leave the core portfolio in 
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order to escape rate increases associated with undercollections 
from previous periods.. Consequently, more frequent rate changes 
will also protect core customers .. 

Our modified rules will direct SoCal and PG&E to :begin 
filing core-elect rates on a monthly basis with a 50-dAy lag, 
beginning July 1, 19'89.. '1'hey should use the procedure now used for 
implementing changes to noncore gas rates. The monthly core-elect 
rate changes should also apply to wholesale customers.' We note 
that SOG&E should not need price and other contract information 
from SoCal since balances associated with gas purchases will :be 
reconciled in ACAPs. 
c. M4rketing ExceSS_Core SUpplies 

In R .. S:8-08-01S we found that the utilities required 
greater flexibility to' market "excess It core supplies.. Our proposed 
rules imposed certain restrictions on the utilities in their 
marketing efforts in order to avoid anti-competitive activities. 
Excess core supplies may :be sold. in two ways, depending on whether 
the supplier or the utility controls the disposition of the 
"'excess If- volumes.. If the supplier maintains control and sells 
excess volumes th%:ough a "'release'" pro9'%'am, there is little 
potential for anticompetitive :behavior on the part of the utility. 
In the other case, the utility maintains control of the excess 
volumes, and the utility'S ability to sell these volumes into- the 
noncore market may induce core portfolio suppliers to provide more 
favorable prices and terms.. However, utility control of these 
volumes may expose core customers to the risk of sudden changes in 
gaB prices, and may require the use of pipeline c~paeity which 
might otherwise :be made available to competing suppliers. 

'1'0 preclude these risks, R~88-08-018' attached the 
following conditions to utility sales of ~excess~ core volumes: 

1. '1'he capacity priority, preferably both 
inter- and intra-state, of any particulu 
sale of ,excess C02:'e gas must :be no qreater 
than the p2:'iority held by the customer to, 
whom' th1s ga8 is sold.. ..' ,. 
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2. 'rhe price at which excess core volumes are 
sold must never be lower thAn.the net 
incremental cost of making the· sale, 
includinq the impact of any take-or-pay, 
minimum bill, or gas inventory charge 
obligation which would result if the gas is 
not purchased. 

3. Sale~ of excess core gas should ~ at the 
highest price obtainable on- or off-system. 

4 • The only preference which shoulcl be qi ven 
to excess core su~plies is· the ability to 
match the price of thirci-party supplies bid 
into a noncore portfolio. 

These conditions would provid~ the utilities· with greater 
flexibility to dispose of excess core supplies than is now allowed 
under the accounting rules adopted in 0.86-12-010. 1 

The first·of our proposed rules aX'oused considerable 
controversy.. PG&E objects to the requirement that excess gas may 
only be transported under the customer's capacity priority and not 
under·the utility's..£irm capacity rights, mainly on the grouncis 

1 We note that R.SS-OS-01S may have mischaracterized the 
portfolio accounting and transfer rules which we adopted in 
0.86-12-010. PG&E's comments ask for clarification of this· 
apparent confusion. R.S:S-08-01S states thAt "gas supplies can .... be 
transferred from· either of (the short-term or long-term] purchase 
accounts to both the core ancl the noncore portfolios; the ~les 
provide that these transfers must be at the WACOGs of the PNxchase 
4ccounts" (p. 29). This is a correct st4tement for transfers from 
the short-tem purchase account to either of the portfolios. 
However, this statement does not describe the accounting rule for 
transfers of gas from the long-term purchase account to the noncore 
portfoll.o. PG&E correctly states in its comments that long-tem 
gas may be· transferred to· the noncore portfolio· at the short-te:m 
purchase account WACOG (which is 4180 the WACOG of thenoncore 
portfolio), with the dlfference between the lonq-termand short
term- prl.ces; ))eing creaited to the core purchased.' gas· account... This 
rUle is· based>on D·.86-12-010, p .• lSa:, as reaffirmed .in D.g7~OZ-029·, 
pp ... 10-11 .... 
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that it is the utility's interstate priority which provides the 
purchase flexibility needed to- achieve core procurement goals and 
benefits. PG&E and SoCal oppose this provision because its effect 
will be to release gas back to the supplier. 

California Industrial Grou~ (CIG), TORN, El Paso, and 
Salmon/Mock support a policy under which sales are only permitted 
throuqh a H'release" program under which suppliers would be 
responsible for arranqinq sales and transportation of excess gas. 
CPG comments similarly that the Commission cannot control 
interstate priorities, and should modify its proposed. rule to 
recognize that the utilities will lose surplus qas absent the 
esta):)lishment of an interstate and intrastate priority system. 

With regard to permissible markets, DRA and. SoCAl agree 
that excess core gas should be rolled into the noncore portfolio 
WACOG and made available to all noncore customers on a 
nondiscriminatory baSiS, rather than to targeted individual 
customers.. If sold off-system, it should be sold to the serving 
utility for inclusion in its noncore portfolio-. TURN cannot 
foresee a situation where individual customers would pay more than 
the W,ACOG--and a sale at less than the WACOG would violate the 
condition that the highest possible price should be obtained. CPG 
believes the utilities should be permitted to sell surplus gas to 
individual customers after demand t~ough the noncore portfolio is 
exhaus,ted'. 

TORN states. that ,the Commission should cla:ify that 
excess supplies can be sold at the market price, with all profits 
remaining in the core portfolio. SDG&E and CIG object to this 
recommendation, arquing that the core should :be cred'.:!.ted only the 
cost of the excess gas. CIG comments that the utilities should be
at risk for any profits and that the program should not allow 
revenues from excess. ,gas sales to subsidi.ze the core.- CPG proposes 
that· the price obtained· for 8ales of excess qas·should,De passed 
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along to the core,. whether priced above or below that paid for by 
the core .. ' . 

TORN also recommends that there should never be transfers 
of gas directly from the long-term purchase account into a noncore 
portfolio·. 

Long Beach opposes marketing of excess supplies on the 
grounds that it assures that transportation gas will be displaced, 
reducing the viability of the transportation program. SCE objects. 
to· any marketing of excess core supplies beeause the practiee would 
be subject to abuse. SCE foresees a situation where lowest eost 
supplies are purchased and stored by the utility which could then 
sell the excess at a later date for a higher price. 

Industrial Users comments generally that the program a$ 
designed' will not provide surplus gas supplies to· customers, 
although Industrial Users does not oppose the COmmission's handling 
of this. issue .. 

Transwestern has consistently supported some type of 
marketing for excess core supplies. 

Discussion. The· comments of the parties on the rules 
proposed in R.SS-OS-01S: make clear how little progress has been 
made on this issue in the past two~ years, despite several rounds of 
utility proposals, comments from other parties, and extensive 
discussions in 0.87-10-043 and R.SS-OS-01S. PG&E, TURN, CPG, and 
(more cautiously) Socal Gas, continue to· argue that a program of 
marketing excess core supplies will provide the maximum benefits to 
the core portfolio. Large noncore customers (CIG and Edison) and 
their suppliers (Salmon/Mock) just as resolutely maintain that the 
marketing of ""excess'" core supplies will eM.ble the utilities to. 
expand their use o·f firm pipeline capacity t at the expense of 
competing suppliers who· do not enjoy the utilit1es' superior access 
to· capacity. Both groups are promoting laudable public policy 
goalsf on the one hanel,. extending the benefits· of the competitive· 
gas. market to· include core customers~on the other; increasing the 
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access of competing suppliers to the California market. 
Unfortunately, pursuing one of these goals may reduce our ability 
to realize the other. 

As with many of the other issues concerning the structure 
of the utilities' noncore procurement activities, we believe that a 
market-based capacity allocation program will be th~ key to 
resolving this eonf11ct. Such a program will place all noncore 
customers and all their suppliers--including the utility--on an 
equal footing with respect to obtaining the desired capacity to 
serve the noncore market. There also promises to' b& greater 
definition to exactly what pipeline capacity the utilities will use 
to' serve the core market. These steps should go far to resolve the 
pipeline access concerns of Edison, CIG, and Salmon/Mock. 

Until we have in place a capacity allocation program 
resulting from the process begun in D .. 9S-12-099, we will not allow 
the marketing of excess core supplies directly to individual 
customers, on- or off-system. Given our lac~ of such a program, 
the firs't condition which we proposed in R.89'-OS-01S, is not a 
reasonable course. 

The remaining question is whether'to adopt any changes to 
our current rules in the interim until a capacity allocation 
program is in place.. To answer this question, we 'think that it is 
important to review carefully the circumstanees in today's market 
under which the utilities may wish to' market excess core supplies. 
SoCal's reply comments cite the two possible circumstances. 

The first is when the utility unexpectedly does not, or 
cannot, purchase enough 30-day spot gas to' meet noncore sales 
requirements. In tlU.s situation, the utility may be able to meet 
its remaining sales neede with available, excess long-term 
supplies. SoCal notes that such unplanned transfers are not 
identified until after the shortfall in spot gas has occurred. 
Thie, appears to have been.' the 8i tuation in July 19'9'8', wh~n UEG 
demand'. peaked at very hig-h levels. We believe that th.i:s is An 
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appropriate use of excess core supplies, as 11 sho:::t-term 
replacement for unforeseen Shortfalls in spot supplies. Because 
these transfers are unplanned, there is little possibility for the 
utility to use them as a means to restrict access to pipeline 
capacity. Such transfers also may help the utility to avoid 
curtailments caused DY sudden, unexpected shortfalls in noncore 
supplies .. 

The second eircumstance which So Cal cites is more 
problemAtic. This situation is when the core market does not 
require all of the lonq-term supplies for which the utility has 
contracted, and the cost of these excess supplies is less than the 
current noncore WACOG. ~hese excess supplies could thus be sold 
into the noncore market at a profit to, either core or noncore 
customers, dependinq upon how we decide to account for the price at 
which the transfer to the noncore portfolio is made~ Other gas 
suppliers object to such transactions beeause they would allow the 
utilities to utilize more fully their superior rights to pipeline 
capacity, thus further restrictinq the access, available to 
competing suppliers. 

On the other hand, core customers stand to gain from such 
tranSActions" no~ only if the profits from the SAle of excess core 
supplies are re~urned to' the core, Dut also if the utilities ean 
use the promise of high load factor takes to obtain more favorable 
prices fromeore suppliers. In R.S8-0S-01S·we noted that the use 
of storaqe capacity, not the marketing of excess core supplies, 
will be the prime means for the u~i11t1es to level the seasonal 
swings ,in core demand, and so to provide core portfolio suppliers 
wi~h high load factor takes.. We note in add'ition that the core
elect option, which we have recently decided in 0 .. 88-l2-099 to 
extend, will, also play an important role in maintaining the 
attractiveness of the core'portfol:£.o. 

Onder these ·circumstances, we' believ~ that the marketing 
of excess COre supplies. should play only a l1m.itecl~role in the' 
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utilities' core procurement efforts. Specifically, we believe that 
at this time the utilities should be allowed to market excess core 
supplies through the noncore portfolio, only if the trane9ction is 
necessary to allow the core market to avoid gas inventory or other 
holding charges. or other minimum purchase obligation5. We will 
not allow excess core supplies t~ be sold into the noncore market 
for the sole purpose of improving the load factor for core 
purehases. 2 

With this limitation on the circumstances under which 
excess core supplies may be sold, and the prohibition on sales 
directly to individual customers, we believe that the rules adopted 
on this issue in R.SS-OS'-OlS can apply in the interim until our 
capacity allocation proqram is established. With these 
restrictions" excess core supplies are likely to be marketed only 
when slack demand causes core portfo,lio purchases to fall to the 
level of the utility'S minimum purchase obligations. In such 
circumstances, we doubt, that the sale of such supplies" in order to 
keep- core- portfolio takes above minimum levels, will significantly 
reduce the access of other suppliers t~ pipeline capacity. 

The additional revenues realized from s41es of core' . 
supplies should be credited to· core customers, since core customers 
are at, risk for them"under our current regulatory proqram.. Px'ofits. 
from, excess, sales which go· to the' core will not represent a 

2 This decision also leads us to deny SoCal's request that we 
consider reclassifying discretionary volumes in long-term contracts 
as short-term supply. ~Oiscretionary~ volumes are defined as the 
portion of long-term contract gas between the maximum take level 
and the level at which the utility incurs inventory charges or 
other minimum purchase obligations. Such a reclassification would 
enable- the utilities to 'sell discretionary volumes of long-term gas 
through the noncore- portfolio. Onder this, policy" such s41es are 
permissable only !norder to allo'A'the utility to- avoid incurring' 
minimum takeobliqation8., 
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"subsidy~ to the core. Rather, we see our program as permitting 
the core class to partake in the gas market as another supplier. 

The following presents our modified rules on marketing 
excess core supplies: 

1. ~xcess core supplies may pe marke~ea 
through the~oncore portfolio only when the 
sale Of >his gas will enable ;he u;ili>y >0 
avoid a gas inventory charge, take-or-pax 
opligation, or other type of minimum 
~urchase opliqa;ion. The only exce~tion to 
~his rule will be sales due to unexpec;ea 
shortfalls in the availabili;y of short
term sup~liesjor the noncore por:tf.oli.o. 
Excess core gas supplies may not be 
targeted to individual on- or Off-system 
customers. 

2. ~9rice a> which excess core volumes a~ 
sola mus;t neveue lower >han >he .net 
inc~mental cost of making >he Sale~ 
including the impact of any >ake-or-paYd 
minimum bill, or gas invent~ Charge 
opligations which woula result~ the gas 
i5-»ot purchased. The core shou14not sell 
excess supplies at a loss, when compared 
with not mAk1ng the sale. Thus, if the 
utility is considering the transfer of 
excess core gas to a noncore portfoli~, the 
utility must compare the incremental cost 
of additional core purchases with the 
incremental revenues which the core will 
receive from the sale of the qas at the 
noncore portfolio WACOG.. As a result~ 
sales of excess core gas may occur even if 
the noncore WACOG is below the cost of the 
excess- gas, so long as the sale of that qas 
relieves the core market from ineurrinq 
minimum purchase obligations which are 
greater than the price differential between 
the excess long-term gas and the noncore 
WACOG. 

3. Sales of excess core gas, p2th-on- and off
system shall be at the prevailing noncore 
WACOG. The noncore WACOG shall also be the 
price at which the excess gas is 
transferred from the long-term ~urchase 
account to the noncore portfolio. - The 
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price will be the highest obtainable from 
the noncore mArket, given our prohibition 
on sales to individual customers. This 
rule will also apply if excess core 
supplies are used to meet unexpected 
shortfalls in noncore supplies, a situation 
in which the utility conceivably miqht be 
able to charge whatever the market would 
bear. If profits are realized on such 
sales, they should qo, to the core customers 
who have paia over3time to maintain access 
to these supplies. 

J). lirm 30-Day l!On.co;e RortMi.2 
R.8S-0S-0l8, proposed that the utilities offer a 30-day 

firm portfolio to noncore customers. We agreed with SoC41 that 
such an option might mitigate operational difficulties experienced 
wi th "'best efforts If' procurement.. Our rulemaking specified th4:t. the 
30-day firm supply option Should provide a firm price durinq the 
30-day period, and that noncore customers should be permitted to 
divide their loadS between the two portfolios. "'Best efforts" spot 
gas would be the d.efault procurement service. 

A number of parties who commented in this phase of the 
proceeding, including ORA, Industrial Usors,Tranawestern, and'El 
Paso, support the 30-day firm portfolio,. SOG&E does not object to' 
it for use by Soeal ancf PG&E, .. 

3 We recognize that there is lanquage in R.SS-08-01S (p. 31) 
which expresses the view that we should minimize the core's 
exposure to the risk of speculative gains and losses from swings in 
the price of gas, and ties this view into the question of whether 
to allow the core to risk profits and losses on the sale of excess 
core supplies. We have resolved this concern by allowing the 
marketing of excess core gas only when it can be done at 4 net gain 
to the core portfolio. Realistically, given the restrictions we 
have placed on the circum8tances under which this qas may be sold. 
in the noncore market, we do not expect the core to realize 
siqnificant profits from such sales. Excess core gas is most . 
likely"to be sold during periods of slack demand, when spot prices. 
(4ndthe' noncore'WACOG) are 4180 likely to' be' low.. . 
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SoCal argues, as it did in earlier comments, that the 30-
day tirm supply option should :be the detaul t .. service.. Soca.l 
believes the benefits of requiring monthly nominations cannot be 
obtained if noncore customers have the option to select a 
procurement service that imposes no minimum purchase obligatiOns on 
them. SoCal requests that the nomination requirement :be limited to 
the larqest noncore customers. 

'I"O'RN agrees with Socal's position for a n~er ot 
reasons. It states· the Commission's rulemakinq order addressed the 
major concern of the objectinq parties by specifying a fixed price 
under the 30-day option. Further, if the option imposes additional 
costs on UEG customers, that burden results from the 
characteristics of UEG demand which is sometimes erratic. UEG 
customers should pay the resulting higher prices of spot gas. TORN 
argues there is no rationale for forcing a utility to ofter a 
procurement service it does not wish to.. Finally, T'ORN states 
SoCal appears to have misinterpreted the Commission's order with 
regard to minimum obligations for 30-day firm procurement .. TORN 
believes the Commission appropriately intended that noncore 
customers would :be'obligated during the 30-day period. 

PG&E opposes the 30-day firm portfolio· as unnecessary, 
arguing that its proposed "imbalance charge" can address the 
problem. PG&E believes that the Commission's supply and capacity 
curtailment rules, would have to· ~e changed in order to· reflect the 
fact that firm service should ~e given a higher supply priority 
than "~est efforts'" serv:'ce .. 

eIG opposes the 30-day firm portfolio unless take-or-pay 
obligations are otfset by firmness of service- and price.. CIG and 
Salmon/Mock agree that the 30-day firm portfolio· will provide an 
unfair advantage to utilities, who are the only gas purchasers with 
access to· firm transportation. 

12isc:g:sd2n~-' We continue to --believe the availability of 
an additional procurement option will benefit noncore customers 
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without resulting in damage to the competitive posture of other gas 
purchasers~,' We are concerned that, absent access to capacity tor 'I 
competitors, the gas utilities could dominate the' procurement 
market it we were to approve a wider variety of customer 
procurement services. Accordingly, we deter ruling on the issue ot 
multiple portfolios until capacity allocation issues have been 
resolved.. 

On the other hand, our proposed 30-day firm portfolio 
proposal will provide an interim option'for noneore customers who 
require more firm supplies. We do not expect this option will 
provide the utilities with such a marketing advantage that 
competition will suffer. since customers will be li~le tor all 
take-or-pay obligations, they will pay a premium for the tirmness 
of supply. We note that TORN is correct that we intend that 
customers who, cboose this service option will be obligated tor the 
full 30-day period, an obligation which is the tradeoff fora firm 
price during that period. 

We will not adopt the recommendation of SoCal and ~~ to 
make the 30-day firm portfolio the default procurement service. We 
are concerned that in so doing we would impose too, much risk on 
noncore customers for whom the cost or risk of take-or-pay 
obligations may be too burdensome. 

PG&E's co:mment that its proposed "iml:lalance" (or 
"standby") charge will address operational problems is moot sine~ 
we are not prepared to, adopt such a charge at this time. We wi11 
defer that issue to be considered concurrent with capacity 
allocation. We note that PG&E is not require4 to offer a 30-day 
firm portfolio service under the provisions adopted in today's 
order. PG&E may offer the service if and when the service appears 
attractive to its customers. 
E. Reasonableness.Reviw:; t,gr Noneore..Rroeuremm 

R.SS-OS-01S proposed that reasonableness reviews will 
continue to be necessary for noncore procurement activities, 
especially in cases where noncore supplies are purchased from 
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utility affiliates, and where noncore purchases may affect core 
customers. We also stated: .our intent to review compliance with 
Commission accountins rules. We recognized that these reviews are 
likely to be more limited in scope that in the past~ 

None of the parties raised significant challenges t~ this 
proposAl, although PG&E expressed concern that reasonableness 
reviews not :be used to enterta1n "'self-servinq'" complaints. We 
note PG&E's comment and will consider the merits of complaints if 
Ana when they come before us. Accordingly, we will adopt the 
reasonableness review provisions for noncore procurement proposed 
by R.SS-OS-018 .. 
F. SoCal ' s Petition for Hodification 

of Resolution G:2162 

In Resolution G-2762, dated January 28, 19S5, we approved 
a number of modifications to SoCal's tar1ffs for interutility 
transportation. The tariff changes were made pursuant to 
0.S7-0S-069 and 0.87-09-027 which established, among other things, 
terms and. conditions for interutility transportation. 

On M.u'ch 7, 1988:, SoCal filed a petition for modification 
of Resolution G-2762. The petition asks that the resolution be 
modified to provide that the purchase pr1ce for excess gas 
aeliveries be equal to SoCal's lowest cost gas or the customer"s 
actual cost of gas if no other price is negotiated by the parties. 
The company also asks the CQ11U%1,ission to lift the requirement tb4t 
it must file tariffs detailing its day-to-~ operating procedures. 

ORA filed a response to the petition for modification. 
DRAdoes not oppose SoCal's proposed compensation mechanism for 
excess deliveries.. It objects, however, to the company"s request 
regarding public disclosure of its d.aily operatinq procedures. 

1. Compensation. tor Ex,:", J)eliYnS.es 
'I'he COmmi2!Ssion'.,.:Ln Resolution G-27&2, oraered.: that 

compensation for over-dE!liveries "to customers: shall be at the 
utility'S WACOG unless· otherwise specified. by contract... 'SoCal, in 
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its petition for modification, expresses concern About this 
provision because it could result in intentional over-deliveries by 
a customer seeking to profit from the difference between SOcal's 
WACOG and the customer'S cost of gas. As a result," the utility 
could be required to purchase gas from the customer at a price 
higher than that paid ~y the customer. 

$oCal requests that the Commission modify Resolution 
G-2762 so that the utility would purchase excess deliveries at 
either its lowest cost of gas or the customer'S actual cost of gas, 
at the customer's option. SoCal states that the Commission ~y, at 
any time, inspect the utility'S records to verify its lowest cost 
of gas in any given month. Customers would not be required to 
reveal gas purchase prices, although they might make sueh 
disclosures· in cases where the customer's· gas costs were higher 
,than SoCal's lowest cost of gas. 

In its response, ORA d.oes not object to $oCal's proposed 
treatment of over-deliveries as long as the utility Met its 
customers first try to negotiate in advance the gas cost to be used 
in cases where imbalances oecur.· ORA comments that $oCA1's 
proposal would eliminate an incentive to "'qame'" the system. 

We will not grant SoCal's request to change the purehase 
price for excess deliveries. We addressed this issue, following 
protests ~y Shell Canada/Mock, in G-276·2· and rejected SoCal's 
proposal at that t1me~ In G-27&2, we addressed coneerns over 
verification of the utility'S lowest cost of gas and the customer's 
lowest cost of gas. We also expressea eoncerns over the 
potentiAlity that customers may in some cases be required to· reveal 
their gas costs. 

We share Soeal's concerns over the· possibility of 
customers profiting from our pricing policy. On balance, however, 
we believe the risk.involved is low- That risk is outweighed by 
our concerns· over .. customer c:onf1d.entiality and gas· cost 
verification. In add.itio·n, the gas utilities are generally 
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indifferent when excess deliveries are priced. at the WACOG because 
the rate for non-core customers, to whom the gas would. be ~resold.w 

is the WACOG. We agree with ORA that to avoid arbitrage by 
customers the utilities should negotiate the appropriate cost of 
gas in ad.vance. 

2'.. Public OiQClosy.;ce of..Dp;ily Qperations 
In its petition, SoCal asks, tbAt·we remove the 

requirement that it file tariffs d.etailing daily operation 
procedures. 

ORA objects to nond.isclosure of d.aily operations on the 
grounds that under new market conditions "all the players (must) 
understand 'exactly how the intrastate transportation 
system .... operates.... In its answer to ORA's comments, Socal states 
that it does not intend to hide information from the public. 
Rather it objects only to listing d.aily operations in its tariffs. 
SOCal stresses that this relief would provide ~discretion to make 
day-to-d.ay operating decisions" and. wadministrative convenience .... 

We recognize that amending tariffs to reflect operational 
changes may present an administrative inconvenience for the 
utility. On the other hand, ind.ustry members and. customers must 
have ready access to operational information in order for the 
market to operate efficiently, as ORA points out. To assure public 
access, to operational information, the utility should continue to 
provid.e that information in its tariffs. We d.o not wish t~ become 
involved. in d.isputes between the utility and its customers or other 
industry participants because SoCal does not provide operational 
information, on a timely or equitable basis.. Accordingly, we will 
deny SoC4l'e, request on this issue. 
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P'j,ndings of Pact 
1. Although we invited parties to propose core procurement 

guidelines that are more specifiC than those proposed in 
R.S8-08-01S, no party has done so. 

2. Utility managers are in the best position to determine 
detailed procurement practices which will meet supply and price 
obj'ectives, subject to reasonableness review, especially d.uring 
this periOd of chanqe in qas m4rkets. 

3. A well-managed portfolio- is diversified as to-pricing, 
contract length, and other contract terms. 

4. Price stability is an important regulatory objective, 
although overemphas:i.s, on price stability may ult.i1'llately ~ costly. 

5. Rate stability may be achieved' in a variety of ways, 
among them rate design mechanisms. 

6. "Regulatory out" clauses are necessa:y when u't.:i.lit:i.es 
seek pre-approval of contracts. 

7. Infrequent,rate changes for core-elect customers may 
result in uneconomic pricing signals to core-elect customers- and. 
encourage them to- leave the core portfolio to avoid rate increases. 

8. The stipulation filed by SOCal, PG&E, and TORN proposes a 
"trigger"' mechanism for core rate changes. 'l'he proposed mechanism 
could potentially result in too many rate ehange~ for captive core 
customers, and fail to· send accurate price- signals to core-elect 
customers. The mechAnism would also further ~omplicate the 
existing program .. 

9. Monthly changes to- core-elect rates will send appropriate 
price' s-ignals- to core-elect customers, and axe unl:i.kely to be 

s1gnific-ant .. 
10.. Utility marketing of excess core. supplies would perm:i.t 

core customers to benefit f:om competitive market$. 
11.. Absent a· capacity allocation mechanism" marketing-,of 

excess core 8uppliesto· incl1vidual customers could compromise the 
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transportation progr~ and the competitiveness of tbe procuremen~ 
lDllrket .. 

12. Unplanned transfers of core gas, occurring during nOncore 
supply shortfalls" are unlikely to, result in restrictions of access 
to pipeline capacity by the utilities. 

13. Utility marketing of excess core supplies through the 
noncore portfolio. When slack demand causes core portfolio
purchAses to fall to· the level of the utilities, minimum purchase 
obligations is unlikely to affect access to pipeline eapacity~y 
other purchasers~ 

14. A limited program for marketing excess core supplies 
would provide benefits to the core without reSUlting in undue harm 
to competitors.- A more expanded progr~ is better considered 
following resolution of capacity allocation issues. 

15. A 30-day firm supply portfolio· will provide an imporunt 
supply option for noncore customers and will not provide a 
significant competitive advantage to the g4s utilitie$ prior to 
development of equal access to transportation capacity. 

16·. Treo:tinq the 30-d.ay fim supply portfolio as the 
utility'S "d.efault~ procurement service may impose t09 much risk on 
certain none ore customers at this time. 

17 • It is premature to ad.opt '''standJ:)y charges H or multiple 
supply portfolio guidelines at tbis time .. 

lS. Reasonableness reviews for noncore procurement'will 
continue to be necess~ in order to- assure inter-affiliate 
transactions are reasonable And to assure that noneore procurement 
practices d.o not hol:m. core customers· .. 

19. Under eX£sti.nq tariff provisions, gas eustomers could. 
profit from intentional over-deliveries in eases where the 
customeX'''s cost of gas is below the utility'S WACOG. 

20. SoCal~s proposal could require eustomers to· reveal their 
qa8 costs. The Comm.15sio1'l has previously expressed concerns. over 
the need for confid.entiality of customer qas eosts. 
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21. Under SoCal's proposal, the cost of qas to utilities and 
customers would need to be verified. 'th.e Commission hAs prev10usly 
expressed coneerns about verification problems, .. 

22'. Whenever possible, treatment of exeess delive:ies should 
be established in advance in cont:aets between the utility and its 
custome:rs. 

23.. Under exietinq poliey, SOCal must desc:ibe daily 
operational proeedures in its tAriffs .. 

24. Customers :requi:e accurate inform4tion regarding· SoCal' S 

operational procedures to' assure efficient operation of the state's 
natural gas markets. 

25,. PX'ovision of daily operational infonnat1on 1n tariffs 
assures that such, information will be provided on a timely and 
equitable basis to customers and other industry participants. 
conclusion! of Law 

1. The utilities should be required to provide~ in their 
ACAP- applications" info:z:mat.ion reqard.inq intended core portfolio 
and sequencing guidelines for the test per.iod. 

2. ~Regulatory out~ clauses should be ineluded. in eontracts 
for which utilities seek advance approval by the Commission. 

3. Advance review of utility eontracts should be pemitted., 
at the utilities I option,,. for contracts of five years or more,. and 
for contracts with af'filiates. 

4. The Commission should not adopt specific sequencing 
guidelines for the utilities. 

5. The stipulation filed by Soeal, PG&E, and TURN should not 
be adopted. 

6. The utilities should be ordered to ch.ange core-elect 
rates on a monthly basis to· reflect ehanges in the core WACOG, 
beginning July 1, 19'89.. The utilities should be ordered to use tbe 
same procedure'in place for chanqinq'noncore rates. 

7. 'l'he utilities should., be permitted> to. ma:ket excess core 
supplies when they cannot otherwise meet nonc:ore dem4nd., and. when 
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the transaetion is necessary to' allow the core market to avoid qas 
inv~ntory or other holdinq charges, or other minimum purchase 
obligations.. Revenues from such sales should. be credited to the 
eore portfolio. 

s. Utility noncore procurement activities should be subject 
to reasonableness reviews. 

9. The utilities should be permitted to offer a 30-day firm 
portfolio service .. 

10.. The modified rules addressing core and noncore 
procurement policies attached to this order as Appendix A are 
reasonable and should be adopted. 

11. SoCal's request to- modify Resolution G-2762 so that it may 
purchase excess deliveries at either its lowest cost of qas or the 
customer's actual costo! qas should be denied. 

l2. SoCal's- request to modify Resolution G-2762 so that it is 
not required to list its daily operations in tariffs should be 
denied • 

lor- IS ORDERJro that: 
1. The rules attached as Appendix A of this order are 

adopted •. 
2. Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern california Gas 

Company, and San Diego Gas and Electric company shall file, in 
their ACAP· applications, information reqarding their intended 
portfolio construction and sequencing guidelines for the test 
period. 

3. Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern california Gas 
Company, and San Diego Gas and Electric Company shall file,. on a 
monthly basis, beg-innine;. July 1, 1989,. chanqes to· core-eleet rates 
whieh·reflect monthly·core weighted average· qas costs. .. 
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4. 'l'he motion filed 1n this proceeding on July 12, 1988 by 

Southern California Gas Company, 'on ~eha1f. of so·uthe:rn California 
Gas Company, Pacific Gas and Electric Company and ZORN, to adopt a. 
stipulation is den1ed. 

5·. Southern california Gas Company's petition for 
modification of Resolution G-2762 is denied. 

'l'his order is· effect.1.ve today_. 

Dated .'.?P. ~ S'. 1989 ,.at San Francisco,. California .. 
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ADOPTED R'OLES: CORE PROC'OREMEN'.r' GUIDEX.INES, PRE-APPROVAL, 
SEQUENCIKG, XAlUtETXNG OF EXCESS CORE SOPPLXES 

CORE PROCOREMENT' GOXDELINES. Uti11ties shall undertake to procure 
for their core procurement customers a supply po~folio wh1ch 
reasonably results in certainty of supply availability to serve 
core peak requirements, and which c.ttains this objective at the 
lowest possible cost. As a secondary goal, the utilities should 
seek to purchase eore supplies which offer price security qreater 
than can be achieved by relying totally on spot or other market 
price sensitive supply sources·. The core portfolio should 
generally contain some percentage of spot or short-tem market
responsive supplies. 

Utilities must a.:i.m for flexibility in obtaining gas with a 
combination of fixea and variable pricing terms. We direct the 
utilities generally to balance the potential cost of periodic run
ups in price with the potential benefits of periodic soft markets. 
Supply contracts with provisions for price renegotiation must 
permit the utilities' core customers a fair opportunity to benefit 
from falling gas prices Any con~rc.ets purchas1nq gas under fixed 
price arrangements should be vintaged to hedge the risk of rising 
or falling prices. The utilities shall include in their A~ 
applieations information regarding intended portfolio construction 
and sequencing guidelines for the test period. 

REASONABLENESS REVIEWS. There shall be an annual rea~onableness 
review of a utility'S gas purchases ~o serve core procurement 
needs. This review will include the utility'S deCisiOns in 
sequencing the purchase of core supplies. Gas acquisi'eions from 
affiliated. entities will receive ~he closest scrutiny because of 
the obvious potential for "'self dealing'" at the expense of core 
ratepayers. Our current and longstanding standards of review for 
reasonableness proceedings shall continue to apply. 

ADVMfC& CON'I'RACT' AP:PROVAL. The utili ties may seek approval, under 
a procedure similar to the ExpecU.~ed App11cation Docket (EAO) 
Procedure, for contracts with terms of five years or longer, and' 
for contracts with their affiliates. All contracts subm1t'eed for 
advance review must contain a ~requlatory out ... clause which will 
ensure that if the Commission does not approve the contract under 
the.EAD,. .pre-approval process,. the utility will be relieved from 
the- terms. and' conditioM,of the contract without penalty •. 
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CORE-ELECT- RA1'E CIDUlGES. The utilities shall, beginning July 1, 
19S9, change their core-elect and wholesale rates on '" monthly 
basis to reflect the actual core weighted average cost of gas, with 
a 50-day lag-

D:RICETXHG EXCESS CORE SUPPLXES. The utilities may market excess 
core supplies through the noncore portfolio under the following 
condit:Lons: 

1. Excess core supplies may be marketed 
through the noncore portfoli~ only when the 
sale of this gas will enable the utility to
avoid. a gas inventory charge, take-or-pay 
obligation, or other type of minimum 
purchase obligation. The only exception to 
this rule will be sales due' to unexpected 
shortfalls, in the availability of short
term supplies for the noncore portfolio. 

2. The price at which excess core volumes 4re 
sold must never be lower than the net 
incremental cost of making the sale, 
including the impact of any take-or-pay, 
minimum bill, or gas inventory charge 
obligations which would result if the gas 
is not purchased. 

3. Sales of excess eore gas, both on- and off
system shall be at the prevailing noncore 
WACOG. 1'he none ore WACOG shall also, be the 
price at which the excess gas is 
transferred from the long-term purchase 
account to the noncore portfolio. 

30-DAY FXRK SO~Y PORrFOLXO. The utilities shall establish a 
Itbest efforts'" noncore portfolio, and shall file cost-based tariffs 
offering procurement service from these portfolios. They may 
revise the tariff for service from the "'best efforts~ portfolio 
upon five days' notice, but no more frequently than twice in any 
calendar month. The rate for purchases from the 30-day firm 
portfolio, shall be fixed, for the entire month. All gas sales from 
either of these portfolios shall be at the- estimateci weighted 
AverAge cost of gas '(WACOG) for the portfolio. in that month... The 
WACOG of the "'best efforts" portfolio· mAY be ~djusted: to true-up 
in~ccur~c1es in the preV'ious month"sWACOG estimAte. 'for that month • 
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The utilities shall endeavor on a best efforts basis to purchase a 
supply of spot (30-days or less) gas or short-term (six months or 
less) gas for the "'best efforts"- noncore portfolio,.. They should 
not incur any obligations to- suppliers, to' purchase gas for this 
portfolio, and the tariff for this portfoliO may not impose a 
minimum purehase obligation on eustomers. In addition to- noncore 
customers who, nominate serviee from the "best efforts,'" portfoliO', 
the utilities shall provid.e gas from this portfolio to those 
noncore customers which have not signed procurement contracts but 
whieh receive utility gas. 

Noncore procurement customers may d.'ivide their loads between the 
"best efforts"" portfolio and the "30-day firm" portfolio. 

If a utility establishes a "'30-day firm"' portfolio, 1t will enter 
into firm monthly contracts with suppliers of spot or short-term 
gas in a volume to match noncore customers' nominations from this 
portfolio. The utility shall attempt to obtain some flexibility of 
takes from the. suppliers to this portfolio; the minimum take 
obligation of customers purchasing from this portfolio, should 
mirror the degree of fleXibility which the utility obtains 
collectively from its suppliers. If, in any month, the utility 
incurs no take-or-pay liability to suppliers of ~30-day fir.m~ gas, 
the utility shall not impose take-or-pay charges on customers who 
bu.y from this portfolio. 

REASOHABt..ENESS lUNXEWS POR: lIONCOR:& PR~'. There will be an 
annual reasonableness review of each utility'S noncore procurement 
activities. This rev1ew will focus on'purchases of nonco:e 
s.upplies from utility affiliates, on the impact of noncore 
procurement activities, on eore customers:, and on compliance with 
the Comm.i.ssion's accounting rules. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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detailed procurement guidelines under which the 9ao utilities' 
procurement practices would be presumed reasonable~ How~er, 

invited the parties to propose guidelines which were more s cific 
than those provided in our proposed rules. 

Most parties who believe that we should not a pt more 
specific procurement guidelines. Pacific Gas· and Ele ric Company 
(PG&E), SoCal, and Toward Utility Rate Normalizatio (TURN) are 
among those who state detailed guidelines are unwo le during 
this transition period. PG&E comments that the neral guidelines 
adopted in D.S6-12-010 provide adequate quidan Industrial Users 
and Salmon Resources Ltd. and Mock Resources, Inc. (Salmon/Mock), 
and Canadian P%oducer Group (CPG) also beli e the utilities should 
be allowed to exercise discretion in proc ing core supplies. 

Division of Ratepayer Advocat ' (ORA) comments do not 
provide specific procurement guideline , but recommend that we 
order SoCal and PG&E to provide, in ual cost allocation 
proceeding (A~) applications, in rmation regarding intended 
portfolio construction. 

El Paso Natural Gas pany (El Paso) believes we should 
provide detailed guidelines i advance during this transition 
period. According to- El Pas , the Commission's· "'hands off'" 
approach has resulted in i fficient use of utility systems in ways 
which are d4maqinq to· cus omers.. El Paso agrees with. S¢Cal, 
however, that detailed mmission guidelines for reasonableness 
reviews are ~gratuito "if the utility bears the S4me burden of 
proof whether or no it operates within the guidelines. 

Socal e esses concern over certain reasonableness 
issues. Specif! lly, SOCal states that the Commission must 
recognize that edication of firm supplies by producers requires 
some type of . ;pxQ;. ml2 in the form of take-or-pay obliqAtions or 
other purch er obliqations. Even with. A core portfolio·· in place,. 
SoCal will still hAve some flexibility under supply contracts, and 
will .. pl for monthly supplies on a least.-cost basis uS.ing . 
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SOCal arques, as 1t d1d in earlier comments, 
day firm supply option should be the default service. 
believes the benefits of requiring monthly nominations 

that the 30-
SoCAl 

cannot be 
obtained if noncore customers have the option to select a 
procurement service that imposes nonminimum purchase ~~,*.~~Q~ •• ~'~~ 

them. SOCal requests that the nom;i.nation requirement be l ....... ww""""" 

the largest noncore customers. 
TURN agrees with SoCal's position for a number 

reAsons. It states the Commis8ion" s rulemaking oraer aOl::u:'essed the 
major concern of the objecting parties by specifying fixed price 
under the 30-dAY option. Further, if the option aaditional 
costs on OEG customers, that burden results from 
chAracteristics of UEG demAnd which is sometimes ~],"Tl'I.'C.1.C UEG 
customers should pAy the resulting higher pr 
arques there is no rationale for forcing a 
procurement service it does not wish to,. 

spot gas. TURN' 

SOCal appeArs to have misinterpreted the ~,~~.~~~.~, •• 's order with 
regard to minimum obligations for 30-day, 
believes, the Commission appropriately ;l"Ul;'~llLQ~Q' that noncore 
customers would be o~ligated during 30-day period_ 

PG&E opposes the 30-day f portfOlio a& unnecessary, 
arguing that its proposed "'~I,I"'Q,I.Q,.l"\iJ'I::' ch4rge"'can address the 
problem. PG&E :believes that the ~c)mlIlLl.ssion"s supply and C4pacity 
curtailment rules would have to changed in order to ,reflect the 
fact that firm service should given a higher supply priority 
than "'best efforts If. service. 

eIG opposes the 
obligations are offset 

..')'\I··c;;J./'lI.V firm portfol.io unless take-or-pay 
irmness, of service and price. eIG and 
30-day firm portfolio will provide an Salmon/Mock agree 

unfa.ir advantage .lfl·IC-'·_S" who are the only gas purchasers with 
access to' firm e~rnI5lX~:at,~on 

_z.::&.l~~=. ' We continue to believe the ,availability of 
option will benefit noncore customers 
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without resulting in damage to the competitive posture of othe 
purchasers. We are concerned that, lacking competitive acce 
capacity, the gas utilities could dOminate the procurement 
if we were to approve a wider variety of customer procure ant 
services. Accordingly, we defer ruling on the issue of ultiple 
portfolios until capacity allocation issues have been esolved& 

On the other hand, our proposed 30-day f1 portfolio 
proposal will provide an interim option for noncor customers, who 

'require more firm supplies. We do not expect t ,option will 
provide the utilities with such a marketing adv tag9 that 
competition will suffer. Since customers wil be liable for all 
take-or-pay obligations-, they will pay a pre 
of supply.. We note that TO'RN is correct t t we intend that 
customers who choose this- service option 11 be obligated for the 
full 30-day period, an ob-11gat1onwhich 's the tradeoff for a fil:m 
price during that period. , 

We will not adopt the reco ndation of SoCal and TO'RN to 
make the 30-~ay f1rm portfolio the d fault procurement -service.. We 
are concerned that in so doing we w. uld impose too' much risk on 
noncore customers for whom the co or risk of take-or-pay 
obligations may be too burdens om • 

PG&E's comment that i s proposed ~imbalanceH (or 
"standby") charge will addres operational problems is moot s1nce 
we are not prepared to- adopt uch a charge at this time. We w11l 
defer that issue to· be cons dered concurre~t with capacity 
allocation. We note that G&E is not required to offer a 30-day 
f1rm portfolio service u er the provisions adopted in today's 
order. PG&E may offer if and when the service appears 

E .. 
R .. 88-08-0 . proposed that reasonableness reviews will 

continue to be nec sary for noncore' procurement activities, 
especially in cas s,where none ore supplies are purchased from 
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the transaction is necess~ to allow the core market to 
1nventory or ot.her holding charges, or other minimum 'P 
obligations. Revenues from such sales should be cred ed to· the 
core portfolio. 

8·. Utility nonc:ore procurement activ:i.t.i.es 
to reasonableness reviews. 

9. The utilities ~hould be permitted to 
portfolio· serv1ce. 

10. The modified rules addressing cor and noncore 
procurement policies attached to this ord as Appendix A are 
reasonable and should be adopted. 

fi:.an 

11. SoCal's request to· modify Res ution G-2762 so th4t it may 
purch4se excess deliveries at either s lowest cost of gas or the 
customer's actual cost of gas shoul be denied. 

12. SoCal's requesttomodif Resolution G-27&2 so thAt' it is 
not required to list its· daily 0 rations· in tariffs should be 
deiued. 

IT' IS ORDERED t 

1. Appendix A of this order are 
adopted. 

2. Pacific Gas Elec:tric Company, Southern california Gas 
Company, and San Dieg Gas and Electric Company shall file, in 
their ACAP applicati ns, info%'lMtion reqarding their intended 
portfolio construe on and sequencing guidelines for the test 
period. 

3. Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California G4s 
Company, and Sa Diego· Gas and Electric Company s11411 f:tle,., on a . 
monthly basis, beginning July 1,. 1989', changes to· core-eleet rates 
wbich.reflec monthlyeore weighted average gas costs,., 
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